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Memorials 
Authorized Rock of Ages Dealer 

One of the highest forms of American sentiment | 

custom of erecting a Monument of Granite or Marble to 

who have left this life, 

traditional 
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If your family cemetery lot still lacks this reverent tribute, symbolic 
of your devotion, we invite you to come in and discuss your Memorial needs 
with us now, well before Memorial Day. We will translate your sentiment 
into lasting form at a cost consistent with what you feel vou ean afford. 

A selection made now can be erected before Memorial Dav. 

IN BELLEFONTE we maintain a limited stock of Markers, double 
Markers and Family Monuments, 

IN LEMONT you will find a more complete stock of the same high 
quality Memorials including the larger sizes. 
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COURSE WRITTEN BY DOCTORS — TESTED IN A CUNIC 
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I I's see what it means to own a 

It means, first of all, that you're a 

J ROADMASTER, 

shrewd judge of fine manufacture, 

Nowhere will you find a meg hanism 

more skilfully fitted part to part with 

scrupulous precision — engineered to 

stricter standards of fine-car quality — 

than the deep-framed and durable 

Roapviastenr chassis, 

It means, also, that you possess keen 

appreciation of everything that makes 

for unsurpassed performance, 

For there's more to this dazzling 

beauty than its thrilling take-off. 

There's the surplus of power that you 
need to make you the master of busy 
traffic or open road — plus the velvet 

When better automobiles are built Bulek will build 
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LINGENFELTER MOTORS, INC. 
226 N. WATER ST. 

magic of Dynaflow Drive (at no extra 

cost, mind vou ). 

There's the level-going luxury of 

ample roadweight buovantly balanced 

on coil springs on every wheel —and 

the security of brakes specifically 

engineered for firm control of this 

great-powered beauty, 

But there's still another distinction 

to being a ROADMASTER owner, 

It marks you as one who buys wisely 

and well, Size for size, pound for 

pound, feature for feature, few cars 

can even approach what your dollars 

will buy in this finest 
of Buicks. 
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visit to any Buick dealer's showroom. 

There's the sumptuous softness of 

cushions, the custom excellence of 

fabrics and interior trim, the grace 

and charm of every line and contour, 

So if you've dreamed of sometime 

owning a car superbly fine, there's no 

time like the present—and no car like 

RoapvasTer for making dreams 
come true, 

hurngt without netee 
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BELLEFONTE, PA.  


